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Your Formula Dealer:

ECH rises to challenging offshore
runs with super-responsive handling plus impressive
style and substance. The FAS3 TECH multiplane hull is
custom-designed so each Formula model attains the
keenest degree of performance – sure-fire speed and
rock-solid stability with
the latest technology in
structural design. The
unified fiberglass matrix,
a custom - engineered
reinforcement grid, is
chemically bonded to
the hull for critical
endurance on the water.

The FAS TECH helm is a study in ergonomic mastery
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– each command feature including gauges, switches
and the shifter and throttle controls are strategically located. McLeod® racing style bolsters and
footrests, both with electric-assist adjustment, individualize comfort for driver and companion while also
providing solid support and security. The entire cockpit
echoes the bold exterior graphic’s high-performance
spirit. By choosing from a broad selection of graphic
designs and color combinations, each distinctive
Formula FAS3 TECH expresses the owner’s highly
personalized statement.

F AS TECH cabins offer a genuinely comfortable place
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to relax. Both the bow berth and lounge are upholstered in luxurious Ultraleather™ and the lounge seating
is streamlined with silver-tone striping. Subtle lighting
and a superior high-fidelity sound system satisfy the
senses at rest.

F ormula

designer John Adams presents striking
new Imron® graphics in Silver, Gold and Platinum
selections, further advancing FAS3 TECHS to a rarified
form of art in motion. Adams’ Gold designs for 2004
fuse a solid-color hullside with an exciting performance graphic. The new Platinum offering, Light
Speed, combines vivid colors, special fading techniques
and shimmering Metallic Imron for a spellbinding,
fast-forward impression.

© Copyright 2004 by Porter, Inc.

Formula Difference

A
tradition of excellence persists as the
hallmark of each Formula powerboat. In 1976,

> On a volunteer basis, employees participate in
Employee Involvement Teams to improve procedures and efficiencies. Self-Directed Work Teams
also accomplish continual product improvement,
comparing ideas and acting on them. As teams,
employees cooperate to improve overall quality.

when Victor B. Porter and other family members
acquired Thunderbird Products, Vic, as an entrepreneur, had been producing pleasure boats
for almost twenty years. Today, the next generation of the Porter family, five strongly
committed owner/managers, lead Formula in
daily operations. President Scott Porter
along with three brothers and a sister work
together to continually improve Formula
powerboats while Vic Porter serves as
chairman.

> An on-site training program, C.O.R.E. (Champions
of Reaching Excellence), expands and sharpens
Formula employees’ personal and professional
developmental skills.
> Each time they boat, Formula owners benefit
from employee-generated product reliability.

FORMULA RELIABILITY CENTERS PROVIDE
BETTER SERVICE OVERALL.

The Porter family shares many happy memories of
boating together over the years. They understand
that performance along with well-thought-out features of
top quality and construction make all the difference
in boating enjoyment. Over the past twenty-five plus
years the Porter family has concentrated on producing
the highest quality product possible, followed up
by responsive, customer-oriented service. Maximum
personal satisfaction for Formula owners continues
to be the Porter family goal.
FORMULA MAINTAINS THE HIGHEST
STANDARDS IN BOAT PRODUCTION.
> A 500,000 square foot manufacturing facility,
including corporate offices, was designed
and built specifically for the production of
Formula powerboats. To meet future needs,
there is room to increase development
and production at the present site.
> As advancing technology becomes available,
it is utilized to improve product and ensure
superior quality on a continuing basis.
> Excellent plant design and individual working
conditions make it easy for employees to do
their jobs right
every time.

EMPLOYEE TEAM GOALS BENEFIT
FORMULA OWNERS.

> Dealers are well informed on Formula product so they
can provide timely, expert technical and mechanical service.
> Each dealership is assigned a
Formula technical assistance
representative to address
questions requiring a direct
response from the factory.
> Formula works with dealerships
to ensure that quick, expert
service keeps Formula boaters
happy and on the water.

FORMULA GUARD ENSURES LONG-TERM
OWNER SATISFACTION.
> A five-year limited protection plan, FORMULA GUARD,
protects your boating investment, covering structure,
engine/outdrive, accessories and components,
including labor and materials.
>

FORMULA GUARD

is transferable during the

five-year ownership
period, enhancing
a Formula’s value
appreciably.
> For detailed information
visit our website at
www.formulaboats.com
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THE

INDIVIDUAL LAMINATION
SCHEDULES RESULT IN A SMOOTH,
REFLECTIVE FORMULA FINISH.

CAD/CAM TECHNOLOGY AND R&D EXPERTISE
TRANSLATE NEW DESIGNS INTO REALITY.

www.formulaboats.com
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> The Goal: increase Formula’s legendary deep-V
speed without sacrificing safety or handling.
> The Result: the FAS3TECH hull, custom designed
and engineered for each Formula performance
model.

THE EXCLUSIVE
FAS3TECH HULL
IS THE SCIENTIFIC
FORMULA FOR
PERFORMANCE
EXCELLENCE.

FORMULA JOINS THE DECK AND HULL
UTILIZING FAIL-SAFE PROCEDURES.
> Plexus, an industrial bonding agent, joins the
deck and hull with an inseparable chemical meld.

> FAS3TECH hull design delivers speed increases
of 5 to 6 miles per hour over conventional deep-V
hulls with identical weight and power.

PULTRUSION REINFORCEMENT ADDS
CRITICAL STRUCTURAL STRENGTH.

> The FAS3TECH hull provides superior pitch and
roll stability and a softer reentry.
> Stability is achieved through step location and
specific shape and placement of strakes, pads
and chines.

> The deck and hull joint is also bolted together
with 1/4˝ stainless steel, truss-head bolts backed
up with heavy aluminum plates at 18-inch intervals.

> Full-scale, master “plugs” are built,
requiring months of handwork to complete.
> The Computer Numerically Controlled (C-N-C)
routers are programmed to cut stringers, panels
and other components, maintaining accuracy to
wthin thousandths of an inch.
> Sidewalls, headliners, cabinets
and coaming panels meet
exactly – no bead welt is
necessary to hide faulty design.

JOHN ADAMS, EXCLUSIVE FORMULA
DESIGNER, BLENDS FORM AND FUNCTION
TO PERFECTION.

FAS3TECH STRUCTURE CAN TAKE IT OUT
ON BIG WATER.

> For over thirty years Adams has been designing
Formulas with sleek, distinctive styling, awardwinning performance and superior quality.

> Company engineers worked directly with a
fiberglass manufacturer, designing Formula’s
custom triaxial fiberglass to achieve maximum
hull strength and rigidity.

FORMULA’S UNIQUE CUSTOM
ENGINEERED MATRIX ENSURES THAT
EACH FAS3TECH IS BUILT STRONG ENOUGH
TO HOLD ITS OWN OFFSHORE.

> Reorienting the fiberglass to Formula specifications
increased strength by 14% over standard triaxial
fiberglass.

> Each hull is reinforced with a custom-engineered
matrix that is much stronger than the usual
stringer system.

> AME® 5000 resin, known for its strength and
resiliency, is applied exclusively throughout
lamination.

> A FAS3TECH’s internal framework is a
continuous-molded, one-piece fiberglass
grid bonded to the hull with Plexus® adhesive.

> Formula FAS3TECH is renowned for speed,
stability and structural integrity offshore
plus the most spectacular production
graphics available anywhere.

> Divinycell® adds lightweight strength in
specific areas and Coremat® helps prevent
surface print-through.

> Extensive testing has
proven that the FAS3TECH
hull is not just another
“step bottom,” but rather
a complex multiplane hull unlike
any other.

FAS3TECH STABILITY IS THE RIDE YOU
HAVE BEEN LOOKING FOR.

> Formula enjoys the spotlight on the leading
edge of technology due to Adams’ continual
investigative research.

> Patterned fiberglass shapes, produced
through in-house Gerbercutter®
technology, are layered along with
resin to build up parts in carefully
maintained molds.

> Dimensions and
positioning of
components and
complex systems
are determined for
precise fit.

> The grid system, composed of woven fiberglass
and AME 5000 resin, is filled with structural foam.
> Multiple spans in the grid are designed to
distribute load forces over the entire hull.
> The rugged durability is vital offshore where wave
action takes its toll on all but the strongest
construction.

> During FAS3TECH construction,
custom-fabricated fiberglass
shapes are positioned along
interior gunwales.
> Chemically bonded to the hull with
Plexus®, these pultrusions provide
increased back-up support
with no hull distortion.

> By allowing a part to remain in the mold
the ideal length of cure
time, Formula avoids
the foggy finish and
surface distortion
often observed
in lesser
quality boats.

FAS3 TECHTM DIFFERENCE

FAS3 TECHTM DIFFERENCE

> As a charter member of NMMA, Formula
has always been committed to
product integrity.
> The safety of owners is of
primary importance to Formula.
> NMMA certification is displayed in each Formula
and should be a determining factor when
looking at other boats.

FAS3TECH™ SPEED EQUALS FAS3T FORMULAS.
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CERTIFICATION OF ALL FORMULAS BY THE
NATIONAL MARINE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION IS A REASSURING SAFETY
FACTOR ON THE WATER.

> Formula’s superior exterior finish
is achieved through using high quality
materials and following procedures exactly.

> Using state-of-the-art CAD/CAM technology,
expert operators transpose John Adams’
designs to 3-D imaging.

> Formula’s meticulous routing of wiring and hoses
facilitates troubleshooting.

> New components are evaluated for quality
and endurance through extensive testing in
unfavorable conditions.

> Formula’s customized electrical rigging includes
a specific designator for each system.

FAS3 TECHTM DIFFERENCE

316L STAINLESS STEEL RAILS
ARE A TOP-GRADE FINISH
FOR ALL FORMULAS.

www.formulaboats.com

> The Adel® Clamp, proven in the aerospace industry,
secures hoses and wiring harness conduit, maintaining a clean, orderly appearance.

FORMULA TESTS PROPOSED FAS3TECH
COMPONENTS FOR RELIABILITY.

> If an item fails to meet these tough standards,
it won’t be in your Formula. Only the most reliable,
durable components with good service support
are selected.
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EACH FAS3 TECH ENGINE ROOM FEATURES
CUSTOM-STYLE RIGGING AS STANDARD.

> All Formula safety rails are welded
316L stainless steel, the highest
marine-grade stainless available.
> Anything less will not keep its
like-new appearance.

ALL HARDWARE IS
INSTALLED FOR INTEGRITY
YOU CAN COUNT ON.
> When installing deck cleats, stainless
steel lock nuts are applied through
stainless steel backing plates for
maximum reinforcement.
> All other deck hardware is
bolted securely, not screwed
down, to effect solid
construction.
> Flexible O-rings under the head
of each deck hardware bolt create
an invisible, watertight seal. Unlike
silicone, O-rings and bolts can
be adjusted or removed and
will seal again when reseated.

FORMULA FAS3 TECH ENGINE MOUNTS
MEAN MAXIMUM SECURITY.
> Formula thru-bolts all FAS3TECH engines and engine
mounts using heavy, angled aluminum race-style
engine mounts.

FORMULA PROMOTES
ELECTRICAL RELIABILITY
BY INSTALLING
DEPENDABLE BATTERIES.

> Silent Thunder is a highly effective, patented
muffling system integrated in the swim platform.
Silent Thunder
results in an
eight- to twelvedecibel decrease
in thru-hull exhaust
noise.

> Deep-cycle batteries are
standard in all FAS3TECHS.

> With minimal
loss of power,
top speeds are
not diminished –
you enjoy highperformance
boating without
annoying others.

> Deep-cycle batteries
can be charged
repeatedly without
losing strength –
another way built-in
reliability keeps you
on the water.

FORMULA ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
ARE DESIGNED TO GIVE
UNINTERRUPTED SERVICE.
> Each wiring connection is individually secured
with a visible crimp by Formula instead of
using pre-insulated connectors common in
the industry.

BACKLIT, WATERPROOF ACCESSORY
SWITCHES PROVIDE READY ACCESS
AND EASY FUNCTION IDENTIFICATION.
> “Push-push” switch design disconnects and
resets the circuit.
> Circuit breaker security enhances electrical
component reliability.
> Circuit breakers eliminate the need to
stock a variety of fuses.

ELIMINATING WOOD ENHANCES
DURABILITY IN FORMULA
FAS3TECH COCKPITS.
> StarLite® XL polyurethane marine paneling
is used instead of wood throughout the cockpit.
> Eliminating wood structure greatly
benefits future good looks in the
cockpit.

> The crimped connection is insulated with
double-walled shrink tubing – the inner wall
of hot-melt adhesive forms a sealed barrier
against water and corrosion, while the outer
wall prevents shorts.
> Inspection panels are easily removed to
access dash wiring connections.

> In high-performance boating, lesser methods
of securing engines would be inadequate.

> For longer runs, color-coded wires are routed
through flexible conduit for protection and
security.

> Important safety features include an
engine room fume detector and
the automatic fire extinguishing
system.

FORMULA FAS3 TECH HELM FEATURES
ATTAIN THE HIGHEST QUALITY IN DESIGN
AND CONTROL.
> At the helm, hydrographic carbon-fiber panels
are sparked by stainless steel bezels on
race-style gauges.

FAS3 TECHTM DIFFERENCE

> Formula specifies higher cost AME 5000 resin
because it has proven to be very effective in
protecting surface gelcoat. It lends exceptional
strength and resiliency while providing more
flexibility and greater resistance to crazing,
distortion and osmotic blistering.
> Your Formula will retain
its beautiful finish well
into the future because
Formula utilizes the
best resins, approves
the quality of each
shipment on arrival,
and carefully monitors
storage temperatures
and applications to
ensure consistent
results.

FORMULA INVENTED SILENT THUNDER®
EXHAUST FOR MAXIMUM FAS3TECH
PERFORMANCE WITHOUT THE
EAR-SPLITTING ROAR.

THERE’S PLENTY OF ROOM FOR
YOUR GEAR IN A FAS3TECH COCKPIT.

> Gaffrig™ precision engine controls are key
to the Formula speed scene.

> PFDs and other gear stow in the side
compartments.

> The McLeod® racing-style bolsters
snugly support and cushion the body,
adjusting incrementally by pressing
a button.

> The aft seat hinges forward to access
additional smoothly finished storage.
> The 382 and 353 sunpad trunk offers
shorepower hookup along with cord and
line storage.
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> McLeod-designed footrests also
adjust for completely
individualized ergonomics.

FAS3TECH SEATING IS SUPERIOR
IN EVERY WAY.
> Formula excels in expertly designed,
professionally detailed seating.
> Separate preshaped foam
components are arranged to
achieve correct proportions
and contouring along with
optimal lumbar and leg support.

www.formulaboats.com

AME® 5000 IS THE TOP QUALITY RESIN USED
THROUGHOUT FAS3TECH LAMINATION.

A CAD/CAM CUTTING SYSTEM CONTRIBUTES
TO FORMULA UPHOLSTERY’S DETAILED,
SCULPTED APPEARANCE.
> A computer-based GERBERcutter® cuts patterns
rapidly and consistently.
> Assembled by Formula’s skilled sewers, patterns
come together in complex designs.
> Specialized thread used in sewing exterior vinyl
upholstery does not deteriorate from exposure
to UV, cleaning agents or saltwater.

CONTEMPORARY FAS3 TECH CABINETRY
FITS PRECISELY.
> Using the CAD/CAM system, programmed routers
cut, drill and groove cabinetry materials for
exacting assembly and fit.

TRANSPORTATION GRADE COCKPIT
VINYL TAKES OUTDOOR WEAR IN STRIDE.

> Cabinetry is securely bolted in
place with metal brackets, and
strong latches keep doors
closed under way.

> Top grade vinyl accents
are color-permeated
and match the exterior
Imron® colors.

> A continuous spray of water on the foredeck
confirms a watertight seal around deck hatches,
hardware and along the windshield.

THE SPECTACULAR
GRAPHIC DESIGN ON
A FORMULA FAS3TECH IS
IMRON®, AN EXTREMELY
DURABLE ALL-WEATHER
POLYURETHANE ENAMEL.

> Formula vinyl upholstery
holds its shape and
looks new far longer due
to special backing material.

> Complicated patterning
and masking procedures
are involved in each different color application.

DRY COCKPIT SEATING
PLEASES EVERYONE.
> Dri-Fast® polyurethane foam
is specified in Formula cockpit
seating.

> Imron graphics never chalk or fade as lesser
finishes do; Imron retains its original, like-new
color year after year.

> Water drains through the foam
instead of being trapped,
eliminating soggy seats.
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FAS3 TECHTM DIFFERENCE

> Special cleaning prepares
the deck and hull for
Imron graphics.

www.formulaboats.com
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THE QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM
DELIVERS A SUPERIOR POWERBOAT TO YOU.
ULTRALEATHER™ HAS THE APPEARANCE
AND RICH, SUPPLE FEEL OF FINE LEATHER.

> During the final QAP inspection, both corporate
and production personnel check over the
Formula.

> The bow berth and lounge are both upholstered
in white Ultraleather.

> Fit and finish details are examined from a
customer’s point of view.

> It is surprisingly tough and durable – spills wipe
up easily.

> Critical observation by Formula Team members
reinforces the importance of maintaining top
quality for owners.

> Reflective silver vinyl striping streamlines the
lounge.

> Final approval overall earns the gleaming
Formula logo and prestigious Thunderbird
emblem displayed on each model.

www.formulaboats.com

FAS3 TECHTM DIFFERENCE

> Working through an extensive checklist, all
instruments, systems and accessories are tested.
> Engines are run to establish efficient operation.

> A stainless sink is
installed in a polished,
solid composite
countertop with beautifully
rounded edges.

> Custom white vinyl,
treated to resist staining,
is comfortably cool, even
in direct sunlight.

EACH FAS3TECH IS CHECKED OUT IN A TEST
TANK BEFORE DELIVERY.

382 FAS3TECH™ STANDARD EQUIPMENT
EXTERIOR > NMMA Yacht Certification > Formula Guard transferable 5-year Limited
Protection Plan > Silver Series three-color Imron® design #1, #2 or #3 in Midnight Beach,
Bayport or Daytona Beach > FAS3TECH hull > Foam-filled continuous molded fiberglass
structural grid > Chemically bonded & thru-bolted deck-to-hull joint > Heavy-duty
PVC gunwale w/stainless steel insert > Stainless steel hardware & 316L stainless
welded rails > Pop-up fuel cap > Four Bomar® cabin venting hatches w/screens
> Tinted, tempered curved-glass windshield and polished stainless steel frame
> Concealed air horn > Transom-mounted stereo remote control > Integrated
swim platform w/concealed 316L stainless steel swim ladder
COCKPIT > Continuous molded fiberglass deck & cockpit liner > Dash panels w/blue
or white carbon-fiber finish > Gaffrig™ Redline backlit instrumentation, domed
w/chrome bezels (blue dash) or color-coordinated bezels (white dash) > Ritchie® 5˝
offshore compass > Digital depth sounder > Gaffrig shifters/throttles w/in-handle trim
switch > Safety ignition stop switches w/tethers > Dino™ tilt steering wheel w/carbon fiber
trim ring > Latham® external hydraulic steering > Dash locker w/vanity mirror > Auxiliary 12V outlet
> Fingertip K-Plane™ & trim override switches > Kiekhaefer® trim & tab indicators > Illuminated
waterproof accessory rocker switches w/E-T-A® circuit breakers > Dash-mounted full-feature
stereo remote control > Four 300W 6˝x 9˝ 3-way marine-grade speakers > Built-in trash receptacle > Drink holders > Courtesy lighting > Integral 316L stainless safety rails > Weatherresistant cockpit seating featuring Dri-Fast® foam & StarLite® XL synthetic marine panel
construction > McLeod® electric-assist offshore-style bolsters > McLeod electric-assist
footrests > Aft lounge seating for four w/storage under > Trunk with shorepower hookup,
cord storage & transom shower > Side coaming storage > Fire extinguisher > Battery parallel
emergency switch > Battery disconnect switches > Berber cockpit carpet > Cockpit cover
in color-matched non-fading Sunbrella® solution-dyed acrylic fabric with water-repellent
SeaMark™ vinyl undercoating, or white polyester fabric w/double-coated resin topside
& water-resistant underside coating
CABIN > Sliding/locking cabin door > Ultraleather™ headliner > Ultraleather double bow berth
> Décor pillows > Ultraleather wrap-around lounge seating/double berth w/filler cushions
> Removable cocktail table > Kenwood® remote control AM/FM/CD stereo w/changer control,
3-D FL display, D-MASK+ motorized self-hiding faceplate, 450W amplification & 10 disc
CD changer > One-year subscription to Sirius Satellite Digital Broadcast > Four 160W 4˝x 10˝
2-way marine-grade speakers > 120V & 12V electrical panels > Entertainment center w/stainless sink & demand water system > 120V/12V refrigerator > Concealed in-counter trash
receptacle > Private head w/dockside pumpout & exhaust fan > Carbon monoxide fume
detector > Automatic cabin bilge pump w/high water alarm
ENGINE > Twin engine installation > Motorized hatch lift > Courtesy lighting > Fume
detector > Automatic fire extinguisher > Thru-bolted race-style engine mounts > Remote oil
filters > Starting deep-cycle batteries w/battery retainers > 60-amp battery charger > Active
& passive galvanic corrosion protection systems > Low-noise rotary bilge blowers > Automatic
bilge pump > Bilge high water alarm > Mercury Racing K-Planes > Forward mounted trim
& tab pumps > External stainless steel tie bar > Stainless steel lab-finished 4-blade props
> Silent Thunder® exhaust (except w/set-back boxes)

Formula 382 FAS3TECH
1997 Offshore Boat of the Year

38´2˝
8´3˝
10,450 LBS
5´1˝
195 GAL
19 GAL
2.6 GAL
5´6˝
33˝
24˚

11.63 M
2.51 M
4,740 KG
1.55 M
738 L
72 L
9.8 L
1.68 M
.85 M
24˚

382 FAS3TECH AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT
> Gold Series four-color Imron design #1 or #2 in Midnight Beach, Bayport or Daytona Beach
> Platinum Series Imron design “Light Speed”, “Storm” or “Flame” > Stainless steel bow docking
lights > VHF radio w/antenna > GPS navigational system > Entertainment group–Remote control
13˝ TV/DVD w/concealed antenna, phone & dockside access cords for cable TV & phone > 7,000
BTU reverse cycle air conditioner w/digital climate control > Head unit w/Y-valve for macerator discharge or dockside pumpout > VacuFlush® unit w/six-gallon holding tank & dockside
pumpout > VacuFlush unit w/six-gallon holding tank & Y-valve for macerator discharge or dockside
pumpout > 5 KW/120V Kohler® gas generator w/battery > Engine freshwater flush system > Stellings®
setback boxes > Captain’s Call™ exhaust diverter > Bimini top in color-matched non-fading Sunbrella
solution-dyed acrylic fabric with water-repellent Seamark vinyl undercoating or white polyester
fabric w/double-coated resin topside & water-resistant underside coating > Bimini front & side
connectors & aft curtain in color-matched non-fading Sunbrella solution-dyed acrylic fabric with
water-repellent Seamark vinyl undercoating or white polyester fabric w/double-coated resin topside
& water-resistant underside coating > Non-fading Sunbrella solution-dyed acrylic fabric storage cover

382 FAS3 TECHTM

▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
▲▲▲
Formula 382 SR-1
1994 Offshore Boat of the Year

LOA
MAXIMUM BEAM
APPROXIMATE WEIGHT
CABIN HEADROOM
FUEL CAPACITY
WATER CAPACITY
HOLDING TANK CAPACITY
BRIDGE CLEARANCE (DRY)
DRAFT
DEADRISE
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PLATINUM SERIES IMRON® DESIGN
“LIGHT SPEED”

▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
▲▲▲
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▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
▲▲▲

▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
▲▲▲

382 FAS3 TECHTM

382 FAS3TECH SPECIFICATIONS

353 FAS3TECH™ STANDARD EQUIPMENT

353 FAS3 TECHTM

353 FAS3TECH AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT

www.formulaboats.com
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> Gold Series four-color Imron design #1 or #2 in Midnight Beach, Bayport or Daytona Beach
> Platinum Series Imron design “Light Speed”, “Storm” or “Flame” > Stainless steel bow docking
lights > VHF radio w/antenna > GPS navigational system > Kenwood AM/FM/CD stereo w/changer
control, 3-D FL display, D-MASK+ motorized self-hiding faceplate, dash-mounted full-feature
remote control, 160W amplification & 10-disc CD changer—Sirius satellite compatible > Transom
shower > Head unit w/Y-valve for macerator discharge or dockside pumpout > VacuFlush® unit w/sixgallon holding tank & dockside pumpout > VacuFlush unit w/six-gallon holding tank & Y-valve for
macerator discharge or dockside pumpout > Engine freshwater flush system > Captain’s Call™
exhaust diverter > Bimini top in color-matched non-fading Sunbrella solution-dyed acrylic
fabric with water-repellent Seamark vinyl undercoating or white polyester fabric w/double-coated
resin topside & water-resistant underside coating/concealed engine-room storage > Bimini front & side
connectors & aft curtain in color-matched non-fading Sunbrella solution-dyed acrylic fabric with waterrepellent Seamark vinyl undercoating or white polyester fabric w/double-coated resin topside &
water-resistant underside coating > Non-fading Sunbrella solution-dyed acrylic fabric storage cover

LOA
MAXIMUM BEAM
APPROXIMATE WEIGHT
CABIN HEADROOM
FUEL CAPACITY
WATER CAPACITY
HOLDING TANK CAPACITY
BRIDGE CLEARANCE (DRY)
DRAFT
DEADRISE

35´3˝
8´3˝
8,575 LBS
4´10˝
154 GAL
19 GAL
2.6 GAL
5´4˝
36˝
24˚

10.74 M
2.51 M
3,890 KG
1.47 M
583 L
72 L
9.8 L
1.63 M
.91 M
24˚

GOLD IMRON® DESIGN #1
“DAYTONA BEACH”

353 FAS3 TECHTM

353 FAS3TECH SPECIFICATIONS
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EXTERIOR > NMMA Yacht Certification > Formula Guard transferable 5-year Limited
Protection Plan > Silver Series three-color Imron® design #1, #2 or #3 in Midnight
Beach, Bayport or Daytona Beach > FAS3TECH hull > Foam-filled continuous molded
fiberglass structural grid > Chemically bonded & thru-bolted deck-to-hull joint
> Heavy-duty PVC gunwale w/stainless steel insert > Concealed fiberglass anchor
locker > Stainless steel hardware & 316L stainless welded rails > Pop-up
fuel cap > Four Bomar® cabin venting hatches w/screens > Tinted,
tempered curved-glass windshield > Concealed air horn > Transommounted stereo remote control > Integrated swim platform
w/concealed 316L stainless steel swim ladder
COCKPIT > Continuous molded fiberglass deck & cockpit liner > Dash
panels w/blue or white carbon-fiber finish > Gaffrig™ Redline backlit instrumentation, domed w/chrome bezels (blue dash) or color-coordinated
bezels (white dash) > Ritchie® 5˝ offshore compass > Digital depth
sounder > Gaffrig shifters/throttles w/in-handle trim switch > Safety
ignition stop switches w/tethers > Dino™ tilt steering wheel w/carbon fiber trim
ring > Latham® external hydraulic steering > Dash locker w/vanity mirror > Auxiliary 12V
outlet > Fingertip K-Plane™ & trim override switches > Kiekhaefer® trim & tab indicators
> Illuminated waterproof accessory rocker switches w/E-T-A® circuit breakers > Stereo
volume control > Two 170W 6˝x 9˝ 3-way marine-grade speakers > Built-in trash receptacle
> Drink holders > Courtesy lighting > Integral 316L stainless safety rails > Weather-resistant cockpit seating featuring Dri-Fast® foam & StarLite® XL synthetic marine panel
construction > McLeod ® electric-assist offshore-style bolsters > McLeod electric-assist
footrests > Aft lounge seating for four w/ storage under > Trunk with shorepower hookup &
cord storage > Side coaming storage > Fire extinguisher > Battery selector switch > Berber
cockpit carpet > Cockpit cover in color-matched non-fading Sunbrella® solution-dyed
acrylic fabric with water-repellent SeaMark™ vinyl undercoating, or white polyester fabric
w/double-coated resin topside & water-resistant underside coating
CABIN > Sliding/locking cabin door > Ultraleather™ double bow berth > Décor pillows
> Ultraleather wrap-around lounge seating/double berth w/filler cushions > Removable
cocktail table > Kenwood ® AM/FM/CD stereo w/high power output > One-year subscription
to Sirius Satellite Digital Broadcast > Two 160W 4˝x 10˝ 2-way marine-grade speakers
> 120V & 12V electrical panel > Entertainment center w/stainless sink & demand
water system > 120V/12V refrigerator > Private head w/dockside pumpout & exhaust fan
> Carbon monoxide fume detector
ENGINE > Twin engine installation > Motorized hatch lift > Bimini top storage area
> Courtesy lighting > Fume detector > Automatic fire extinguisher > Thru-bolted race-style
engine mounts > Remote oil filters > Two deep-cycle batteries w/battery retainers > 50-amp
battery charger > Active & passive galvanic corrosion protection systems > Low-noise rotary
bilge blowers > Automatic bilge pump > Bilge high water alarm > Mercury Racing K-Planes
> Forward mounted trim & tab pumps > External stainless steel tie bar > Stainless steel
lab-finished 4-blade props (Merc) > Silent Thunder ® exhaust (except w/setback boxes)

292 FAS3TECH™ STANDARD EQUIPMENT
EXTERIOR > NMMA Yacht Certification > Formula Guard transferable 5-year
Limited Protection Plan > Silver Series three-color Imron® design #1, #2 or #3
in Midnight Beach, Bayport or Daytona Beach > FAS3TECH hull > Foam-filled
continuous molded fiberglass structural grid > Chemically bonded &
thru-bolted deck-to-hull joint > Heavy-duty PVC gunwale w/stainless steel
insert > Concealed fiberglass anchor locker > Stainless steel hardware
& 316L stainless welded rails > Pop-up fuel cap > Two Bomar® cabin
venting hatches w/screens > Tinted, tempered curved-glass windshield
> Concealed air horn > Transom-mounted stereo remote control > Integrated swim
platform w/concealed 316L stainless steel swim ladder
COCKPIT > Continuous molded fiberglass deck & cockpit liner > Dash panels w/blue or
white carbon-fiber finish > Gaffrig™ Redline backlit instrumentation, domed w/chrome
bezels (blue dash) or color-coordinated bezels (white dash) > Ritchie® compass > Digital
depth sounder > Gaffrig shifters/throttles w/in-handle trim switch > Fingertip trim override
switches > Safety ignition stop switches w/tethers > Dino™ tilt steering wheel w/carbon
fiber trim ring > Latham® external hydraulic steering (T-377 Scorpion only) > Dash locker
w/vanity mirror > Auxiliary 12V outlet > Illuminated waterproof accessory rocker switches w/E-T-A®
circuit breakers > Stereo volume control > Two 170W 6˝x 9˝ 3-way marine-grade speakers > Drink
holders > Courtesy lighting > Integral 316L stainless safety rails > Weather-resistant cockpit
seating featuring Dri-Fast® foam & StarLite® XL synthetic marine panel construction > McLeod®
electric-assist offshore-style bolsters > Aft lounge seating for four w/ storage under > Side
coaming storage > Fire extinguisher > Battery selector switch > Berber cockpit carpet
> Cockpit cover in color-matched non-fading Sunbrella® solution-dyed acrylic fabric with
water-repellent SeaMark™ vinyl undercoating, or white polyester fabric w/double-coated resin
topside & water-resistant underside coating
CABIN > Sliding/locking cabin door > Ultraleather™ double bow berth > Ultraleather lounge
seating > Décor pillows > Entertainment center w/stainless sink, demand water system
& 25-quart Igloo® cooler > Kenwood® AM/FM/CD stereo w/high power output > One-year
subscription to Sirius Satellite Digital Broadcast > Two 100W 6 1/2˝ 2-way marine-grade speakers
> Hanging locker > Portable head unit w/dockside pumpout > Carbon monoxide fume detector
ENGINE ROOM > Twin engine installation > Motorized hatch lift > Bimini top storage area
> Courtesy lighting > Fume detector > Automatic fire extinguisher > Thru-bolted race-style
engine mounts > Remote oil filters > Two deep-cycle batteries w/battery retainers > Active &
passive galvanic corrosion protection systems > Bilge blowers > Automatic bilge pump > Bilge
high water alarm > Bennett® hydraulic dual ram trim tabs > External stainless steel tie bar
> Stainless steel lab-finished 4-blade props > Silent Thunder ® exhaust

www.formulaboats.com
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29´2˝
8´3˝
7,000 LBS
4´5˝
113 GAL
19 GAL
2.6 GAL
4´11˝
33˝
24˚

8.90 M
2.51 M
3,175 KG
1.35 M
428 L
72 L
9.8 L
1.5 M
.84 M
24˚

292 FAS3TECH AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT
> Gold Series four-color Imron design #1 or #2 in Midnight Beach, Bayport or Daytona Beach
> Stainless steel bow docking lights > Transom shower > VHF radio w/antenna > Latham external
hydraulic steering > Kenwood AM/FM/CD stereo w/changer control, 3-D FL display, D MASK+ motorized self-hiding faceplate, dash-mounted full-feature remote control, 160W amplification & 10-disc
CD changer—Sirius satellite compatible > Head unit w/Y-valve for macerator discharge or dockside
pumpout > Engine freshwater flush system > Captain’s Call™ exhaust diverter > Mechanical trim &
drive indicators > Bimini top in color-matched non-fading Sunbrella solution-dyed acrylic fabric with
water-repellent Seamark vinyl undercoating or white polyester fabric w/double-coated resin
topside & water-resistant underside coating > Bimini front & side connectors & aft curtain in colormatched non-fading Sunbrella solution-dyed acrylic fabric with water-repellent Seamark vinyl
undercoating or white polyester fabric w/double-coated resin topside & water-resistant underside
coating > Non-fading Sunbrella solution-dyed acrylic fabric storage cover

292 FAS3 TECHTM

SILVER IMRON® DESIGN #3
“BAYPORT”

LOA
MAXIMUM BEAM
APPROXIMATE WEIGHT
CABIN HEADROOM
FUEL CAPACITY
WATER CAPACITY
HOLDING TANK CAPACITY
BRIDGE CLEARANCE (DRY)
DRAFT
DEADRISE
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292 FAS3 TECHTM

292 FAS3 TECH SPECIFICATIONS

271 FAS3TECH™ STANDARD EQUIPMENT
EXTERIOR > NMMA Yacht Certification > Formula Guard transferable 5-year Limited
Protection Plan > Silver Series three-color Imron® design #1, #2 or #3 in
Midnight Beach, Bayport or Daytona Beach > FAS3TECH hull > Foam-filled
continuous molded fiberglass structural grid > Chemically bonded & thrubolted deck-to-hull joint > Heavy-duty PVC gunwale w/stainless steel
insert > Stainless steel hardware & 316L stainless welded rails
> Pop-up fuel cap > Two Bomar® cabin venting hatches w/screens
> Tinted, tempered curved-glass windshield > Concealed air
horn > Transom-mounted stereo remote control > Integrated swim platform
w/316L stainless steel swim ladder
COCKPIT > Continuous molded fiberglass deck & cockpit liner > Dash
panels w/blue or white carbon-fiber finish > Gaffrig™ Redline backlit
instrumentation, domed w/chrome bezels (blue dash) or color-coordinated bezels (white dash) > Ritchie® compass > Digital depth sounder > Gaffrig shifter/throttle
w/in-handle trim switch > Fingertip trim override switch > Safety ignition stop switch w/tether
> Dino™ tilt steering wheel w/carbon fiber trim ring > Dash locker w/vanity mirror > Auxiliary 12V
outlet > Illuminated waterproof accessory rocker switches w/E-T-A® circuit breakers > Stereo
volume control > Two 170W 6˝x 9˝ 3-way marine-grade speakers > Drink holders > Courtesy
lighting > Integral 316L stainless safety rails > Weather-resistant cockpit seating featuring
Dri-Fast® foam & StarLite® XL synthetic marine panel construction > McLeod® electric-assist
offshore-style bolsters > Aft lounge seating for four w/ storage under > Side coaming storage
> Fire extinguisher > Battery selector switch > Berber cockpit carpet > Cockpit cover in colormatched non-fading Sunbrella® solution-dyed acrylic fabric with water-repellent SeaMark™
vinyl undercoating, or white polyester fabric w/double-coated resin topside & waterresistant underside coating
CABIN > Sliding/locking cabin door > Ultraleather™ double bow berth > Ultraleather lounge
seating > Décor pillows > Entertainment center w/stainless sink, water system & 25-quart
Igloo® cooler > Kenwood® AM/FM/CD stereo w/high power output > One-year subscription
to Sirius Satellite Digital Broadcast > Two 160W 4˝x 10˝ 2-way marine-grade speakers
> Portable head unit w/dockside pumpout > Carbon monoxide fume detector
ENGINE ROOM > Single engine installation > Motorized hatch lift > Courtesy lighting
> Fume detector > Automatic fire extinguisher > Thru-bolted race-style engine mounts
> Remote oil filters > Two deep-cycle batteries w/battery retainers > Active & passive
galvanic corrosion protection systems > Bilge blowers > Automatic bilge pump > Bilge high
water alarm > Bennett® hydraulic trim tabs > Stainless steel lab-finished 4-blade prop (Merc)
> Silent Thunder® exhaust
8.26 M
2.51 M
2,579 KG
1.35 M
397 L
72 L
9.8 L
1.5 M
.86 M
24˚

▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
▲▲▲

Formula 271 FAS3TECH
1992 Offshore Boat of the Year

SILVER IMRON® DESIGN #1
“MIDNIGHT BEACH”

271 FAS3 TECHTM

27´1˝
8´3˝
5,685 LBS
4´5˝
105 GAL
19 GAL
2.6 GAL
4´11˝
34˝
24˚
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LOA
MAXIMUM BEAM
APPROXIMATE WEIGHT
CABIN HEADROOM
FUEL CAPACITY
WATER CAPACITY
HOLDING TANK CAPACITY
BRIDGE CLEARANCE (DRY)
DRAFT
DEADRISE

▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
▲▲▲

271 FAS3 TECHTM
www.formulaboats.com

> Gold Series four-color Imron design #1 or #2 in Midnight Beach, Bayport or Daytona Beach
> Stainless steel bow docking lights > VHF radio w/antenna > Kenwood AM/FM/CD stereo
w/changer control, 3-D FL display, D-MASK+ motorized self-hiding faceplate, dash-mounted fullfeature remote control, 160W amplification & 10-disc CD changer—Sirius satellite compatible
> Demand water system w/transom shower > Head unit w/Y-valve for macerator discharge or dockside pumpout > Engine freshwater flush system > Captain’s Call™ exhaust diverter > Bimini top in
color-matched non-fading Sunbrella fabric w/Seamark water-repellent finish or white polyester
fabric w/double-coated resin topside & water-resistant underside coating > Bimini front & side
connectors & aft curtain in color-matched non-fading Sunbrella solution-dyed acrylic fabric with
water-repellent Seamark vinyl undercoating or white polyester fabric w/double-coated resin topside
& water-resistant underside coating > Non-fading Sunbrella solution-dyed acrylic fabric storage cover.

▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
▲▲▲
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271 FAS3TECH SPECIFICATIONS

▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
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271 FAS3TECH AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT

2004 GRAPHIC DESIGNS AND COLORS
BAYPORT

MIDNIGHT BEACH
COCKPIT
COLORS

COCKPIT
COLORS

SILVER IMRON
DESIGN #1

COCKPIT
COLORS

In this speed-driven world

FORMULA LINEUP

of high-performance boating, Formula 2004 FAS3TECH™
continues as the front
runner. Formula FAS3 TECH
is the ultimate personal
statement on the water!

The Formula powerboat lineup includes Yacht, Cruiser, FAS3TECH™,
Sun Sport and Super Sport models. A wealth of upscale amenities
and innovative features define the new 47 Yacht at top. The elegant
Formula Performance Cruiser series includes the 40 PC, pictured
second from top, as well as the 27, 31, 34, 37 and 41. The popular
Formula Sun Sport / Super Sport lineup includes the 400 Super
Sport, pictured third from top. Sun Sports and Super Sports are
perfect for dayboating and range from 26 to 40 feet, including
bowrider and closed-bow models. If you like exhilarating speed
you should get into a Formula FAS3 TECH. Ranging from 27 to 38
feet, the lineup includes the 382 FAS3 TECH, pictured at bottom.
Call 1.800.736.7685 to receive a free brochure, or visit your
nearest Formula dealer to see the new Formula models for 2004.

SILVER IMRON
DESIGN #2

FAS3TECH performance boats
are available in a variety of
colors and graphic selections. Three Imron® levels
(Silver, Gold, Platinum) are
offered to provide a choice
of 18 different performance
designs.

FORMULA ACTION
The Formula Action is a news
publication filled with company
updates, new model information and boating experiences
of owners. The Action is mailed
to Formula owners and is also
available at your Formula dealership, or call 1.800.736.7685 to
receive a free copy.

SILVER IMRON
DESIGN #3

SILVER IMRON
DESIGNS #1, #2 AND #3
Silver Imron designs which
are standard on all Formula
FAS 3 T ECH models include
three triple-color selections:
Midnight Beach, Bayport and
Daytona Beach. Each Imron
design incorporates coordinating colors on cockpit
bolsters, rear seating and
sunpads.

MIDNIGHT BEACH
COCKPIT
COLORS

COCKPIT
COLORS

THE FORMULA SHOWROOM™

GOLD IMRON
DESIGN #1

COCKPIT
COLORS

GOLD IMRON
DESIGN #2

GOLD IMRON
DESIGNS #1 AND #2
Gold Imron designs, which
are an option on all Formula
FAS3 TECH models, feature solid
hullside Imron and include
three four-color selections:
Midnight Beach, Bayport and
Daytona Beach. Each Imron
design incorporates coordinating colors on cockpit
bolsters, rear seating and
sunpads.

COCKPIT
COLORS

STORM

COCKPIT
COLORS

FORMULA
WEBSITE

DAYTONA BEACH

BAYPORT

LIGHT SPEED

PLATINUM DESIGNS

Formula 2004…

DAYTONA BEACH

FLAME

COCKPIT
COLORS

< FORMULA RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MAKE PRODUCT CHANGES AND IMPROVEMENTS THROUGHOUT THE MODEL YEAR. >

Newly-designed Formula software
creates a comprehensive display of
our awesome 2004 lineup. This new
program, The Formula Showroom,
helps make the exciting process of
choosing your Formula graphics,
options and finance program much
easier! See your Formula dealer
for details.

Formula’s website is continually updated with new features,
text and pictures. Order Formula Gear online and also
check out the latest Formula news, racing events, boat
care articles, Thunderbird’s company history and owner
forum. You can also order a catalog or visit the feedback/
e-mail section for any comments or suggestions that
you may have. Formula is at your fingertips! You will find
Formula online at several locations:

www.formulaboats.com
www.formulagear.com
www.racing.formulaboats.com
Click on these sites to see the
newest and best of Formula!

FORMULA DVD/VIDEO
The 2004 Formula video features
Formula Cruiser, Yacht, FAS3TECH, Sun
Sport and Super Sport powerboats
in exciting action along with a brief
walkthrough of the Formula facility.
Call 1.800.736.7685 to receive your
free DVD or video.
FAS3TECH cockpit
cover — standard
equipment for 2004

FORMULA GEAR
PLATINUM IMRON DESIGNS
The 382 and 353 FAS3TECHS
are available in the exclusive Light Speed, Storm and
Flame designs. Each Platinum
offering includes a minimum
of seven custom Imron colors
with special fading effects and
clearcoat finish. The bolsters
and rear seating in the
Platinum series are all-white
custom vinyl. Sun pads incorporate color-coordinated vinyls
in a powerful graphic display.

Formula Gear and Accessories are
top-quality items featuring the impressive Formula logo. If you like up-todate colors and styling, visit your
Formula dealer for a free catalog,
order online at the Formula Gear website, www.formulagear.com, or call
1.800.736.7685 to receive your free
Gear catalog from Formula.

FORMULA CANVAS
Formula custom-fitted canvas features either colormatched, non-fading Sunbrella® solution-dyed acrylic
fabric with water repellent SeaMarkTM vinyl undercoating
or white, polyester fabric double coated with vinyl resin
on the topside and finished with a durable water-resistant
coating on the underside. Both canvas packages include
316L stainless steel framework and weather-resistant
YKK zippers.

Boat smart from the start. Take a boating education course and get a vessel safety check for your boat.
For more information, contact The United States Coast Guard Auxiliary at 800.368.5647 or www.cgaux.org,
or The United States Power Squadrons at 888.FOR.USPS or www.usps.org.

